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Shortest Day – Longest Night 
 

EARLY STRATEGIC FOLIAR OPENS UP A WINTER 

GROWTH WINDOW FOR ANOTHER 3-6 WEEKS 
Winter Solstice marks the shortest day of the year. Normally by mid-June 

the soil has gone under 10C across much of the pasture and cropping 
districts. In our travels across VIC/SA and WA most soils are still 

hovering well above 10C; just like last year. Over the weeks of cold and 
wet to come they will go below 10C and some areas well below. A lot of 
WA is still dry with little sub-soil moisture BUT just like all the growers in 

the EAST – if you get a good 10mm+ and your soil is still above 10C then 
you can grab a decent new pasture growth quickly with a strategic 

growth-energy foliar. You can crib another 6 weeks of feed to the stock 
through winter – and that will count for a lot of savings later. The Key for 
ANY CEREALS OR GRASSES is to drive high levels of Phosphorus with 

some Trace and Nitrogen well into the plant before they ‘think’ winter 
shutdown; and you can keep them growing well into Winter. We follow 

the CSA Maxim; “The hot athlete doesn’t feel the cold”.  
You can always fix a late sowing start to Cereals and Canola!  

The soil temperature being a bit warmer for longer is allowing us to get 
the crops up with some shape and size (subject to soil moisture) – and – 
just as importantly; if you keep the crop ‘awake’ over winter it’s also going 

to respond far quicker to the Spring signals. Our Carbon Systems 
Agronomy (CSA) practice focus’s a lot around the 10C mark for growth, 
nutrient cycling and exchange, biological activity and fertiliser efficiency 
reasons. If it rains; it will be cold rain and soil temperature could crash  – 
BE READY WITH PhosTraK, or Spectrum12 or BroadAcre. High Dose 
direct onto even the smallest plants will KEEP THEM GROWING. Even 
at 4.8C we can stop the dormancy phase and get your entire crop back 
on track. The window to fix a late start will be short but there’s always 

somewhere in Australia where we do it every year and it works! 
 

  WINTER CAN GROW!  
Visit www.fertitech.com  

 

LATE START? 

GROW OVER WINTER! 

http://www.fertitech.com
http://www.fertitech.com/

